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African Defence Journal Frederick Warne Publishers
This book provides a review of thermal ice drilling technologies, including
the design, parameters, and performance of various tools and drills for
making holes in ice sheets, ice caps, mountain glaciers, ice shelves, and sea
ice. In recent years, interest in thermal drilling technology has increased as
a result of subglacial lake explorations and extraterrestrial investigations.
The book focuses on the latest ice drilling technologies, but also discusses
the historical development of ice drilling tools and devices over the last 100
years to offer valuable insights into what is possible and what not to do in
the future. Featuring numerous figures and pictures, many of them published
for the first time, it is intended for specialists working in ice-core sciences,
polar oceanography, drilling engineers and glaciologists, and is also a useful
reference for researchers and graduate students working in engineering and
cold-regions technology.
The Calibration of a Deutz F8L413 Diesel Elsevier
The Calibration of a Deutz F8L413 DieselAnd Development of an On-board BHP Indicator. Essais
D'étalonnage D'un Moteur Diesel Deutz F8L413 Et Mise Au Point D'un Indicateur de Puissance Au Frein, by
W.S. HeggieMechanical Engineering Report. MET.Energy Research AbstractsERDA Energy Research
AbstractsThermal Ice Drilling TechnologySpringer
Mechanical Engineering Report Lewis Pub
Mine-protected and mine-resistant, ambush-protected (MRAP) vehicles are today standard in the
US, most major western armed forces and many other armies as a result of the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The South African Army was already routinely using mine-protected armored
personnel carriers and patrol vehicles forty years ago even if they looked primitive and ungainly. A
few years later, the South African Army had reached the stage where it could deploy entire combat
groups into battle zones equipped with only mine-protected vehicles, including their ambulances
and supply trucks. By then the mine-protected vehicles had also become effective for use in
combat, rather than just protected transport, the Casspir being the chief example. More to the
point, they saved countless soldiers and policemen from death or serious injury, and the basic
concepts now live on in the various MRAP types in service today. The valuable lessons learned by
the South Africans with their early designs of these combat-proven vehicles has led the country to
become one of the global leaders in the design of MRAPs which are locally manufactured and
exported around the world. Surviving the Ride is a fascinating pictorial account featuring more than
120 of these unique South African-developed vehicles, spanning a forty-year period, with over 280
photographs, many of which are previously unpublished.
Corning Research Elsevier Publishing Company
Methanol substitution in a Deutz F8L-413 F/W diesel engine, usedin underground mines, has been investigated in
relation toconventional fuel savings and emission benefits to gained.Economics are presently unfavourable on a
fuel substitution basisalone, but may improve if underground ventilation reductionsbenefits can be achieved,
taking account of the need to controldust and blasting fumes and if reductions in the price ofignition improver are
possible in the future.
Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical Engineering and the National Aeronautical Establishment
Springer
The amphibious versatility, marine speed and low footprint pressure have given the hovercraft a role in
specialized applications. Among them are search and rescue, emergency medical services, military and arctic
operations, icebreaking, patrol, law enforcement, ferries, and recreational activities such as racing. To meet
these demands, the hovercraft has undergone considerable development since its inception. A comprehensive
and timely review of the analysis, design, operation, economics and applications of hovercraft is presented in
this volume by a team of highly qualified experts. The topics covered range from first principles to the state-of-

the-art, with extensive references to current literature. The overall presentation is intended not to exceed the
final year level of undergraduate engineering. The introduction and summary sections of all chapters are
intended to give a qualitative grasp of the material covered without having to read all the technical portions.
In varying degrees, the volume will appeal to managers, decision-support staff, operators, technologists,
undergraduate students, and anyone entering the hovercraft field or seeking an introduction to it. It will also
be of interest to design engineers, researchers and graduate students. Thus, this volume can serve as an up-to-
date reference on several important aspects of hovercraft for a wide range of readers.
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